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Abstract

We discuss some ambiguities associated with the phrase �direct search

method� and propose a formal de�nition�

� Introduction

Wright ��
� has remarked that direct search methods presently enjoy a new
respectability in the numerical optimization community� However� as we will
endeavor to demonstrate� there is considerable ambiguity about precisely
what constitutes a direct search method� As more and more researchers un�
dertake to study these methods� this ambiguity may trouble some scholars�
The status quo reminds us of Justice Potter Stewart�s infamous pronounce�
ment on hard�core pornography in Jacobellis v� Ohio� ��	
� �I shall not
today attempt to further de�ne the kind of materials I understand to be
embraced within that shorthand de�nition� and perhaps I could never suc�
ceed in doing so� But I know it when I see it��

In this report� we discuss and attempt to remove some of the ambiguities
that potentially stigmatize direct search methods� To do so� we propose the
following�

De�nition � A direct search method for numerical optimization is any al�

gorithm that depends on the objective function only through the ranks of a

countable set of function values�
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Thus� in the terminology of Stevens ����� we de�ne direct search methods
to be algorithms that utilize only ordinal information about the function
values�

The remainder of this report explores the implications of De�nition ��
In Section � we describe the origin of the phrase �direct search method�
and note more recent descriptions o�ered by two prominent researchers� In
Section � we consider the use of models in numerical optimization and dis�
tinguish between �direct search� and �derivative�free� methods� In Section
� we consider the relation of direct search methods to notions of simple and
su�cient decrease�

� History

Although the phrase �direct search method� is widely used� it is used some�
what ambiguously and without general agreement as to precisely what it
should mean� As far as we have been able to determine� the expression was
introduced by Hooke and Jeeves ��	�� who obviously believed that they were
coining a phrase�

We use the phrase �direct search� to describe sequential exami�
nation of trial solutions involving comparison of each trial solu�
tion with the �best� obtained up to that time together with a
strategy for determining �as a function of earlier results� what
the next trial solution will be� The phrase implies our preference�
based on experience� for straightforward search strategies which
employ no techniques of classical analysis except where there is
a demonstrable advantage in doing so�

Although Hooke and Jeeves did attempt a formal de�nition of direct
search� they conceded that �it is not di�cult� however� to devise procedures
that are not altogether covered by this de�nition�� Other researchers have
declined to adopt the Hooke and Jeeves de�nition� however� two crucial
notions that Hooke and Jeeves articulated are of enduring importance�

First� it seems evident that Hooke and Jeeves intended direct search
methods to be applicable in situations in which one can do no more than
compare objective function values�

The application of direct search to a problem requires a space
of points P which represent possible solutions� together with a
means of saying that P� is a �better� solution than P� �written
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P� � P�� for any two points in the space� There is presumably
a single point P �� the solution� with the property P � � P for all
P �� P ��

This intent provides the inspiration for De�nition �� It has several impli�
cations� the most obvious and best�known of which is the requirement that
direct search methods do not use derivative information�

Second� Hooke and Jeeves attempted to distinguish direct search meth�
ods from Newton�s method and the method of steepest ascent�descent� The
precise basis for this distinction is somewhat obscure� At one point it appears
to be that direct search methods do not �t second� or �rst�order polynomi�
als to the objective function� elsewhere Hooke and Jeeves stated that direct
search �does not include methods which possess a continuum of states� such
as those �e�g�� Newton�s method and methods of steepest ascent� which rely
on the use of such tools as derivatives and power series approximations��

The legacy of Hooke and Jeeves ��	� is easily discerned in more recent
articles� Torczon ��� stated�

The direct search methods are characterized by the fact that
the decision�making process is based solely on function value
information� these algorithms neither require nor estimate� in
any direct sense� derivative information to determine a direction
of descent�

In her somewhat more extensive commentary on the phrase �direct search
method�� Wright ��
� observed�

Unfortunately� this term is not precisely de�ned� Two necessary
quali�cations are�

� A direct search uses only function values�

� A direct search method does not  in its heart� develop an
approximate gradient�

The second criterion is of course ill�de�ned� its intent is primarily
to exclude methods such as �nite�di�erence quasi�Newton meth�
ods that construct a vector subsequently treated as if it were
the gradient� but one could argue that any comparison of func�
tion values constitutes development of an approximate gradient�
Despite this ambiguity� there is general agreement about the
methods that do and do not qualify as direct search methods� � �
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The crucial notion that is common to both the Torczon ��� and Wright
��
� passages is that direct search methods do not attempt to use or approx�
imate derivative information� If this notion su�ces to describe direct search
methods� then direct search methods are identical to derivative�free meth�
ods� In the next section we will argue that these terms should not be used
synonymously and that De�nition � provides a useful way of distinguishing
between them�

� To Model or Not To Model�

We begin by examining Wright�s ��
� intention of excluding �nite�di�erence
quasi�Newton methods as direct search methods� Of course� this intention
extends the intention of Hooke and Jeeves ��	� to exclude Newton�s method
and the method of steepest descent� But whereas the latter methods can be
excluded by the simple requirement that direct search methods may use only
function values� �nite�di�erence quasi�Newton methods are not excluded by
this requirement� Depending on how one conceptualizes the class of quasi�
Newton methods� there are di�erent ways to proceed�

The phrase �quasi�Newton method� is itself somewhat ambiguous� hav�
ing been used di�erently by di�erent authors� However� it is universally
appreciated that Newton�s method uses analytic gradients and Hessians to
model the objective function with a second�order Taylor polynomial� Many
modi�cations of this fundamental method are available� the one most com�
monly designated quasi�Newton is the one that replaces the analytic Hessian
with an approximation to it� If one also replaces the analytic gradient with
a �nite�di�erence approximation to it� then one obtains a �nite�di�erence
quasi�Newton method�

If one considers the essence of Newton�s method to be its use of deriva�
tive information� i�e� its use of the Taylor polynomial to model the objec�
tive function� then presumably the essence of �nite�di�erence quasi�Newton
methods is their attempt to model derivative information� This is perhaps
the predominant perception in the numerical optimization community and it
naturally leads to the principle� articulated by Torczon ��� and Wright ��
��
that direct search methods do not model derivatives� However� if one looks
beyond Taylor�s series approximations and considers the essence of Newton�s
method to be its use of a quadratic model of the objective function� then
the essence of �nite�di�erence quasi�Newton methods is that they too use
quadratic models of the objective function� This perception has also been
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articulated in the numerical optimization literature� perhaps most notably
by Dennis and Schnabel ��� �We also note that Gill� Murray� and Wright �
�
catalogued �nite�di�erence quasi�Newton methods under the heading Non�

Derivative Quasi�Newton Methods�� It leads to a principle that is somewhat
closer to the original spirit of Hooke and Jeeves ��	�� viz� that direct search
methods do not model the objective function�

The principle that direct search methods do not model the objective
function evidently leads to a more narrow characterization of direct search
methods than does the principle that direct search methods do not model
derivatives� It has the virtue of distinguishing between direct search meth�
ods� which do not model the objective function� and derivative�free methods�
which do not model derivatives� Since derivative information is inevitably
used to model the objective function� we may then view direct search meth�
ods as a subset of derivative�free methods�

We observe that the complement of direct search methods in the set
of derivative�free methods� i�e� methods that model the objective function
without recourse to derivative information� is an interesting and important
class of algorithms� For optimization in the presence of noise� methods that
model the objective function by quadratic regression include Box and Wilson
��� and their legacy of response surface methodology� Glad and Goldstein ����
and Elster and Neumaier ���� For numerical optimization� similar methods
that model the objective function without recourse to derivative informa�
tion include Buckley and Ma ���� Powell ���� ��� ���� and Conn and Toint
��� and Conn� Scheinberg and Toint ���� A recent survey of derivative�free
methods for unconstrained numerical optimization was undertaken by Conn�
Scheinberg and Toint ����

Unfortunately� the principle that direct search methods do not model the
objective function brings us no closer to a formal de�nition of direct search
methods than Torczon ��� or Wright ��
� because� as the latter author
observed� it is the term �model� that is ambiguous� What we need is a
formal de�nition that implicitly de�nes what it might mean to model the
objective function� This need is met by De�nition �� which states that
direct search methods may compare function values but that they do not
have access to quantitative di�erences in function values� The restriction to
ordinal information about the function values precludes constructing any of
the usual kinds of models� e�g� polynomials� without necessitating quibbling
about exactly what it means to construct a model�
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� Theories of Convergence

Given a current iterate xc and a trial iterate xt� an algorithm for numerical
optimization must decide whether to accept �x� � xt� or reject �x� � xc�
the trial iterate� This decision is based on the objective function values�
f�xc� and f�xt�� and the precise formulation of the decision rule plays a
crucial role in establishing convergence of the algorithm�

Torczon ���� emphasized the distinction between decision rules based on
simple decrease �x� � xt if f�xt� � f�xc�� and decision rules based on
su�cient decrease �x� � xc if f�xc� � f�xt� � � for some � � 	�� e�g� the
Armijo�Goldstein�Wolfe conditions� Most of the convergence theory devel�
oped by the numerical optimization community is derived from enforcing
su�cient decrease� however� classical direct search methods such as the sim�
plex algorithm of Nelder and Mead ���� are based on simple decrease� This
poses a dilemma� one can either develop theoretical tools based on simple
decrease that can be applied to existing methods or one can modify exist�
ing methods in order to apply theoretical tools based on su�cient decrease�
Regardless of whether or not the modi�ed method is superior to the original
method� there is evident danger in the latter approach� if successful� it is
enormously tempting to claim that convergence has been demonstrated for
the original method�

In the present context� how can one decide if algorithmic modi�cations
are benign or fundamental� De�nition � provides an answer� By denying
access to quantitative di�erences in function values� we insist that conver�
gence theory for direct search methods be based on simple decrease� The
litmus test is as follows� if the modi�ed algorithm cannot be used in case
only ordinal information about function values is available� then the modi�
�ed algorithm is not a direct search method and convergence of the original
algorithm cannot be claimed� As convergence claims proliferate in the liter�
ature� thoughtful readers will do well to keep this test in mind�
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